If a Phone Number Is Worth Guarding,
It’s Worth Keeping.
CellTrust Command™
COMMAND is a secure mobile communication solution engineered to meet the specific needs of government agencies.
COMMAND features CellTrust SecureLine™, a secure mobile messaging and secure voice application that integrates
to COMMAND’s Military Grade Secure Communication Integration Server (MGSCIS) to provide a secure, redundant,
auditable and traceable solution for electronic record keeping, supervision and data protection of mobile communication.
COMMAND is the only secure mobile communication technology providing a dedicated SMS gateway capable of
dual-channel (data/Wi-Fi® and a unique patent-pending failover) communication, protected through military-grade,
256-bit AES encryption. COMMAND provides redundancy of delivery channels and acknowledgements to ensure that
mission-critical communication is verifiably delivered. The multilayered security of encrypted transmissions via an
encrypted channel and two-factor authentication (user and device) ensures that every necessary precaution has been
addressed to prevent information from getting into the wrong hands. Each agent/officer/user is provided with a unique
secure business number to ensure identity protection.

Key Features

Key Industry and Business Function

• Recording and archiving of SMS and voice communication
internally and externally, without requiring an app on the
external users’ mobile devices

Government

• Significant cost savings on potential roaming charges with
the use of secure voice, a high-security mobile-to-mobile
voice communication solution that is carrier-independent
and provides efficient secure voice services for government
agencies that require highly secure voice communications

Customer Benefits

• Receipt of a unique secure business number by each user,
which stays within the agency/organization. Should the
employee no longer be with the agency/organization or be
out of the office, the administrator can redirect SMS text and
voice communications to a new employee without impacting
the message or the user experience
• Critical communication is routed through multiple channels.
This helps ensure resilient delivery via a data/Wi-Fi® channel,
minimizing dead spots. CellTrust uses a unique secondary
secure two-way messaging failover channel to provide
redundancy and ensure the highest levels of communication
reliability with government-grade, 256-bit AES encryption
• Mobile communication within the organization is fully secured.
Via user-friendly web-based interactive portals, COMMAND
administrators have the ability to manage and control the
secure mobile communication network, including remote
wipe, inactivity time-outs and life-span control for messages
residing on Samsung devices

The CellTrust SecureLine app provides government-grade,
secure SMS/messaging and secure voice options for
COMMAND users and is engineered to protect and facilitate
mobile communication. All mission-critical communication
(SMS/data messaging and voice) are time-stamped,
tracked and logged to comply with regulatory agencies
and guidelines.
For more information, visit celltrust.com.

The Samsung difference is clear.
Form Factor – Variety of tablet, wearable devices and
smartphone options in multiple sizes
SAFE™ – Enterprise-grade, IT-compliant mobile platform
for secure business use
Brilliant Display – Samsung Super AMOLED® displays
are easy to read
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